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Summary

1. Cyclophysis and topophysis are considered to be two independent processes and the following definitions are suggested:

Cyclophysis: The process of maturation of the apical meristems.

Topophysis: The phenomenon that scions, cuttings and grafts maintain the branch-like growth habit they had as shoots or ramets.

2. The process of maturation seems to be unequally advanced in the apical meristems of a tree and positively correlated with the total growth behind each apical meristem (or the number of cell divisions of these).
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Zusammenfassung


2. Der Prozeß der Entwicklung scheint in den apikanen Meristemen eines Baumes ungleich abzulaufen, wobei eine positive Korrelation zum Gesamtwachstum hinter jedem apikanem Meristem bzw. zur Anzahl der Zellteilungen dieser Meristeme besteht.

Introduction

The growing interest in vegetative mass production of conifers has increased the interest in the ortet-ramet relationship as to various properties. These properties are affected by the so-called cyclophysis and topophysis effects. However, the literature shows that cyclophysis and, especially, topophysis are defined differently by different authors, thus causing confusion as to the meaning of these terms. Moreover, several authors do not state which definitions they use leaving it to the reader to guess the meaning. Therefore, there is a need for explicit and commonly accepted definitions of these concepts. The aim of this paper is to discuss what is meant by the terms 'cyclophysis' and 'topophysis' and to propose revised definitions. If these cannot be accepted, I hope for continued discussions aiming at commonly accepted definitions.

Terminology

Robins (1964) distinguishes two kinds of topophysis:

"One is illustrated by the differences in development of plants propagated from portions of the juvenile stage versus the adult stage of a plant; the other by the differences in development of plants propagated from a leader versus a lateral branch." I want to separate these two kinds of so-called 'topophysis' as I regard them as two different phenomena; the first kind being a result of cyclophysis and the second of topophysis.

1. Cyclophysis. The literature concerning cyclophysis and topophysis up to 1959 is reviewed by Schaafalizky (1959),

On page 321 he writes: "In order to describe the shoot individuality as dependent on life stage or meristematic age in one single word Seeliger (1924) introduced the useful term "cyclophysis" (Kreisnatur). Hence we speak of cyclophysis in a woody plant shoot referring to properties conditioned exclusively by the development stage of that shoot."

The change from one development stage to another is now commonly called phase change. Wareing (1959) distinguishes between two types of phase change, which he terms 'maturation' and 'ageing' respectively. Maturation is the stable juvenile-to-adult phase change and ageing other changes such as loss of vigour, changes that are easily reversed. He further says that "... maturation is analogous to 'genetic' changes, whereas ageing corresponds rather to 'phenotypic' effects." These two types of phase change are also termed 'ontogenetical ageing' and 'physiological ageing' by Fortanier and Jonkers (1976), who considered ontogenetical ageing to be "genetically programmed, localized in the meristems, accelerated by improved growth conditions and difficult to reverse."

Using Wareing's term 'maturation' Seeliger's term 'cyclophysis' can be more explicitly defined as the changes which take place with age in the apical meristems and which control the process of maturation, and we may define cyclophysis as: The process of maturation of the apical meristem. (Or, using Fortanier and Jonkers' terminology, cyclophysis is the process of ontogenetical ageing).

There seems to be little doubt about the above definition as many authors use cyclophysis in more or less the same way. However, one important exception is Wright (1976), who defines cyclophysis as: "A form of topophysis in which differences due to age are transmitted through a cutting or graft". I would like to abandon this definition. Firstly, the differences are not due to age as such cannot affect the apical meristems or other part of the tree (but with age—or rather growth—something happens). Secondly, I believe that cyclophysis and topophysis are two different phenomena, which will be discussed in the following paragraph.

2. Topophysis. The term was introduced by Mollisch (1915) who called the attention to Vogtling's (1904) now classic experiment with cuttings of Araucaria excelsa. Cuttings from terminal shoots developed into normal plants, cuttings from first order laterals into plants resembling side branches (plagiotropic growth), and cuttings from second order laterals into horizontal shoots with no side branches. This growth habit lasts for a shorter or longer period (maybe for ever), depending on tree species and physiological age of the cutting (scion or bud), before the ramet changes to orthotropic growth. It is this branch-like growth habit of ramets which is the basis for the creation of the term 'topophysis'. Therefore, topophysis ought to cover this phenomenon, and I would like to propose the adoption of the following definition: Topophysis is the phenomenon that scions, cuttings and cuttings, for some time after grafting, budding or rooting, maintain the branch-like growth habit they had as shoots on the ortet.
The factors that control this process are very likely different from those that control the process of maturation in the apical meristems, and cyclophyll should, therefore, not be included in the term topophyisis. There is some evidence of interaction between these two sets of factors (the more advanced the process of maturation the longer the period of plagiotropic growth), but this is not a reason for including one in the other.

There is no doubt that Molisch included what now term cyclophyll in topophyisis, as he mentions that cuttings from the flowering zone have a particularly strong tendency to the formation of flowers, but it must be remembered that the concept ‘cyclophyll’ had not been defined in 1915. It was not done until 1924 by Stehinger, who considered the two concepts to be identical. His standpoint, however, was rejected by Börger and Münch (1927) and by Schaffalitzky (1959). However, some authors, e.g. Waring (1959), believe that the two processes are closely related although not identical. So, this is the key point as to whether cyclophyll is to be included in the term topophyll or not, and it will be considered briefly later.

3. Periphyll. This term is introduced “to cover the qualities occasioned by environment”, Schaffalitzky. In contrast to this, Wright (1976) defines periphyll as “A form of topophyll in which effects due to position in tree are transmitted through a cutting or graft.” — This so-called position effect is quite clearly defined by Schaffalitzky and other authors as topophyll, whereas periphyll is due to factors outside the tree, i.e. the environment. As an example of periphyll Schaffalitzky writes on page 322:

“It is a well-known fact that some years may pass before a young beech plant grown in heavy shade will recover and form sun leaves when it is suddenly moved to a locality with full light ... this example of periphyll thus manifests itself as a certain aftereffect caused by previous conditions.”

I would like to recommend the definition given by Schaffalitzky.

Reflections on cyclophyll and topophyll

Cyclophyll plays an important part in vegetative propagation as scions, buds or cuttings are often taken from older trees, i.e. from ortets with more or less matured apical meristems. This will influence the ramets as to for instance flowering, bark type, and wood characteristics. But what causes the process of maturation, and what happens in the apical meristems? Our answers are very limited, but the changes are not a question of age — although we often talk about ‘age changes’ — because age as such cannot affect anything. This view is supported by an investigation by Longman and Waring (1959), who found that Betula verrucosa could be forced to produce catkins before the age of one year by constant growth under longday or continuous illumination in a green house at approximately 15—25° C. This forced maturation was permanent, as scions from flowering branches of the seedlings often initiated catkins in the following season after wintering outside, whereas juvenile tissue never does. Longman and Waring concluded “that the onset of flowering depends upon the attainment of a certain size, though how this ‘size-factor’ is operative remains obscure.”

Also Schaffalitzky (1959) touches on the idea that growth rate might be a cause of the maturation of the apical meristem. He mentions the fact that low branches of Fagus sylvatica retain their dead leaves in the winter on the innermost parts of the branches nearest the stem even after the time when the rest of the crown (including the outermost parts of the lowest branches) has entered the adult phase and shed the dead leaves in winter. As the apical meristems derive from the original apical meristem of the embryo through continual mitotic divisions, it may be stated that all the apical meristems of a tree have the same age (with the exception of apical meristems derived from adventitious buds), and therefore, it could be expected that the beech after a certain age would stop retaining the dead leaves in winter on all branches. But as this is not the case, Schaffalitzky interprets the phenomenon as “... a delayed transition of the interior lower branches to the leafless stage caused by their slow growth.” Several more investigations (review by Zimmerman, 1972) support the theory that the process of maturation is dependent on or correlated with the growth of the plant, and so do more recent papers by Borcherry (1976), Fortanier and Jonkers (1976), Hackett (1976), and Romberger (1976).

This theory can also explain why trees trained as hedges remain in the juvenile stage much longer than normal as reported by Libby, Brown and Fielding (1972) and Libby and Hooe (1976), because only the innermost of low branches are left after training trees as hedges. Also formation of adventitious buds from the lower stem, that is from tissue formed by a cambium derived from a young apical meristem, leads to the formation of juvenile shoots, cf. Olsen (1973). Also shoots from dormant buds, which are characterized by particularly slow growth, belong to the juvenile phase. By continual clipping of pine hedges more and more shoots are formed from fascicle meristems. Thus, Libby, Brown and Fielding (l.c.) reported that all shoots on four to six-year-old Pinus radiata hedges clipped annually to waist height, originated from fascicle meristems. These meristems, too, represent the juvenile form, as only a moderate growth or relatively small number of cell divisions precede the formation of these fascicle meristems. Strictly speaking, if the theory is sufficient, no part of the plant can enter the adult phase within a certain distance from the base of the tree. However, the truth may not be as simple as that.

The hypothesis that the total growth is a deciding factor for the process of maturation in woody plants is supported in other ways, too. For instance, Dormling (1976) finds that grafts taken from the lowest branches of Picea abies have the poorest flowering, whereas the top branches produce grafts with the best flowering. Likewise, Rouland (1975) found that the rooting ability of P. abies cuttings is better lower the cuttings are taken. Both observations indicate that the apical meristems of the shoots are less matured the lower in the crown they are placed. This fits in with the above mentioned hypothesis, as the total growth behind the apical meristems is smaller the lower in the crown they are placed. The process of maturation is supposed to be most advanced in the apical meristem of the terminal leader, as this shoot normally will have had the biggest total growth behind it. The apical meristems of the top whorl are supposed to be the second most matured ones. They are derived from the apical meristem of the terminal leader within the latest year. At the time of their formation they are supposed to have had the same degree of maturation as the apical meristem of the terminal leader. Since then the top whorl has normally growth slightly less than the terminal leader, and this would, according to the hypothesis, result in a slightly less advanced maturation of the apical meristems of the top whorl than that of the terminal leader. The apical meristems of the second
whorl from the top are supposed to be the third most matured ones, and so on down through the whorls.

The process of maturation is apparently not dependent on age, but with age something happens which affects this process, and it seems that growth (or may be number of cell divisions of the apical meristem, *Robinson and Waring*, 1969) better than age reflects the factors* which control the maturation process. If this is correct, the following working hypothesis may be deduced: The process of maturation is unequally advanced in the apical meristems of a tree, and is positively correlated with the total growth behind each apical meristem (or with the number of cell divisions of these). That the process of maturation is unequally advanced within a tree seems to be certain and has been reported by many authors.

When the above hypothesis is applied to *Roulland*’s (1975) results, we come to a conclusion slightly different from his. *Roulland* supposes that the differences in level between the lines in figure 1 are due to cyclophyosis; as to this I agree. But, that the gradients of the lines are due to tophyosis is questionable. The fact that the rooting ability is better the lower the cuttings are taken is more likely due to the lower branches’ slower growth, and with this, their less advanced maturation compared with that of the branches higher in the tree. This means that probably also the gradients are a result of cyclophyosis. This does not disprove that tophyosis may play a part in this, but I see no evidence for such an explanation.

This brings us to the discussion of tophyosis, but first a few examples.

At the Arboretum at Hersholm it is normally found that grafts of *Picea abies* continue the growth habit of branches for a few years before they change to orthotropic growth, whereas grafts of *Abies nobilis* from 1954 still grow like side-branches. They have also experienced great individual differences within species, for instance with *Pseudotsuga menziesii* of which some grafts have adjusted in only a few years’ time while other genotypes retain the side-branch character for many years. Furthermore, some individuals with a side-branch character flower few years after being grafted, which is several years before seedlings of the same age would flower. Thus, such ramets are affected by both cyclophyosis and tophyosis, as the flowering according to our definition is a result of cyclophyosis and the side-branch character a result of tophyosis. Whether these two effects are independent of one another will be discussed in the following.

Cyclophyosis is by definition changes in the apical meristems as to the process of maturation. These changes are likely to be due to changes of both gene pattern and the gene activity. (By changes of the gene pattern is understood that all genes are not functioning at the same time and that the combination of these active genes varies with age, i.e. a qualitative change. By changes of gene activity is understood that active genes may be more or less active, i.e. a quantitative change, which may well explain the gradual changes that happen with age.)

Unlike cyclophyosis, tophyosis is not a change of the process of maturation, but an influence that decides which position the shoot will take up in relation to other shoots of the tree, an influence that may last for many years after the shoot has been grafted or rooted. The factors that decide the position of a shoot are not known for sure, but it is supposed that auxin plays a decisive part, *Zimmermann* and *Brown* (1974, p. 151). A change in the hormone balance will influence the gene activity and perhaps the gene pattern too, but nothing indicates that it influences the genes that are involved in the process of maturation. For instance, apical control (leading to plagiotropic growth of lateral branches) is found in all conifers irrespective of their being in the juvenile or mature phase, and when a tree has reached the mature phase, the flowering is not a question of apical control. Also the apical meristem of the terminal leader matures although it has never been exposed to apical control by any other bud or shoot. Furthermore, cyclophyosis is rarely a reversible process, whereas tophyosis normally is. For example, grafts and cuttings from mature ortets of *Pinus sylvestris* keep the adult form as to bark (*Olesen*, 1973) and grafts of mature *Fagus sylvatica* flower willingly after drought treatment (*Holmgaard* and *Olesen*, 1966). Similar observations as to the ability to flower when the ramet originates from a mature oret have been reported by many authors, and it may well be asked whether true rejuvenation as to the process of maturation can be obtained by normal grafting, budding or cutting, *Dunberg* (1977). In contrast to this, the effects of tophyosis normally lasts a few years whereas the ramet develops into a normal plant, and it is questionable whether any effect of tophyosis is then left in the plant. The factors which cause the tophyosis effect seem to be different from those causing the cyclophyosis effect, and therefore cyclophyosis and tophyosis are supposed to be two different processes in the sense I have defined these terms. This does not mean that tophyosis does not affect flowering; on the contrary, I believe it does, but I also believe that we have to distinguish between two sets of factors in connection with flowering. 1) One set which affects the process of maturation and, as explained above, I don’t believe tophyosis plays a role in this process. 2) Another set which may provoke the flowering after a certain degree of maturation is attained, and this provocation seems to take place the easier the more advanced the process of maturation. The provocation also seems to be dependent on an interplay between several factors such as nutritional state of the shoot, water stress, temperature, and, with special interest in this connection, the position of the shoot in relation to the rest of the crown.

![Figure 1](image)

* These factors are not known, but have been the subject of much discussion. Among the more recent reviews the reader is referred to *Sax* (1962), *Doensthoof* (1965), *Zimmerman* (1972), *Hackett* (1974), *Ronneberger* (1975), and *Waring* and *Fryman* (1978).
So far, it is mainly changes of the apical meristem that have been discussed. However, changes of the lateral meristem, of which the cambium is the most important in this connection, are also of importance, as the xylem derives from this.

The cambium in the very first terminal leader is derived from a one-year-old apical meristem; the cambium in the twentieth terminal leader from a twenty-year-old apical meristem, etc. This means that the lower part of the stem is formed by a cambium originating from a juvenile apical meristem, whereas the upper part of the stem is formed by a cambium originating from a matured apical meristem. This explains why the lower part of the stem remains in the juvenile stage even after the upper stem has reached the adult phase. Apparently the process of maturation of the apical meristems is different from that of the cambium since this remains juvenile as to certain characters even for hundreds of years. The phenomenon, that the upper, younger parts of a tree are in the mature phase while the lower, chronologically older parts retain juvenile characters, is called a "puzzling situation" by Borchert (1976). However, if one considers the maturation process of the apical meristems, of which the various parts of a tree are derived, the situation is straight forward, because all mature parts are derived either directly from a matured apical meristem or from a cambium derived from a matured apical meristem, and vice versa Olsen (1973). Borchert also calls the attention to the increasing complexity of growing trees and believes that this can explain many of the morphological and physiological changes related to what he terms "physiological aging". I believe that the increasing complexity of growing trees strongly affects what I have termed topophysis, but I don't believe that it has much influence on what I have termed cyclrophyxis. For example, grafts and cuttings of aged Pinus sylvestris or- tets are easily provoked to flower, and they all produce the adult bark type typical of the upper stem of the or- tets whatever the scions or cuttings are taken from the terminal leader or from 1st., 2nd, or 3rd order shoots. Furthermore, Robinson and Warren (1969) have demonstrated the following phase change: Stem tips of young seedlings of Ribes nigrum were rooted. After some growth the tips of these 1st. cycle cuttings were rooted again, and so on. After the 3rd, and 4th rooting cycle, the cuttings flowered. In other words, the cuttings eventually matured after a certain growth, although they never reached any large size or high degree of complexity.

An example of phase change of a derivative of the lateral meristem is the change in bark type with increasing height; this is clearly seen with Pinus sylvestris. It may be claimed that the change of bark type with height not is a result of cyclrophyxis, but for example a result of increasing water stress. However, such a theory is not valid, as vegetatively propagated Pinus sylvestris always develop the characteristic adult bark type also in their lower stem when propagated from aged or- tets. Similar observations with P. radiata are recorded by Fielding (1970). Nor is the above-mentioned difference in bark type due to changes of the lateral meristem of the scion or cutting while still a part of the or- tet, as the scion is less than one year old at the time of clipping. As, however, the bark is derived from the lateral meristem, the adult phase must have been trans- mitted to the scion or cutting in some other way; probably from the apical meristem to the cambium when the latter was derived from the former. Thus, it is supposed that age changes of certain characters which take place in the upper stem or crown only are a result of the process of maturation of the apical meristems. So, when ramets from mature or- tets show the adult type of bark and wood characters in their lower stem, it is an effect of cyclrophyxis only, Olsen (1973 and 1977).

Discussion

The previously mentioned definitions and hypotheses I would like to discuss in connection with a paper by Nichols, Pawsey and Brown: "Further studies on the ortet-ramet relationship in wood characteristics of Pinus radiata" (1976).

In an earlier publication Nichols and Brown (1971) define 'topophysis' as: when cuttings or grafts "... retain the char- acters of that part of the shoot (i.e. position on the tree) from which they arise." Thus it seems as if they include cyclrophyxis in the term topophysis.

1. Spiral grain and average tracheid length. Nichols, Pawsey and Brown have found that the development of wood characteristics such as spiral grain and average tracheid length with increasing ring number from the pith is similar in the upper stem of or- tets and at breast height of ramets. They explain this as a result of topophysis or a result of topophysis and cyclrophyxis. As mentioned in the preceding section, I consider wood characteristics typical of the upper stem of or- tets which reappear at the lower stem of ramets a result of cyclrophyxis only.

2. Tracheid length. One could also try to imagine theoretically how a possible effect of topophysis would influence tracheid length. Investigations by Jackson (1959) and Panshin and de Zeeuw (1970) show that the tracheid length of the first formed secondary xylem of the first incomplete annual ring is the same in branches and stem of the same internode. Thus, in scions or cuttings less than one year old one starts off with an average tracheid length like the one of the first incomplete annual ring of the or- tet, and this is ac- cording to investigations by Bresl and Dadswell (1949), Haya (1949), Queensland Forestry Department (1958), Jackson (1959), and Dinswood (1963) relatively constant through the whole length of the tree. So, we can except to find, both in or- tets and ramets, more or less the same tracheid length in the first annual ring round the pith. The tracheid length now increases with increasing ring number, but the in- crease is normally more rapid higher in the stem (up to a certain height) than in the lower bole. This phenomenon is supposed to be due essentially to cyclrophyxis and can have no connection with topophysis as we are talking about the variation within the stem of an or- tet. An effect of topo- physis as to tracheid length in ramets would be tracheid lengths similar to those found in branches, i.e. shorter tracheids in ring number two and outwards than in corresponding rings in the stem of the or- tet, as the tracheid length increases more rapidly in the stem than in the branches. But this branch characteristic does not reappear in the ramets; on the contrary, Nichols, Pawsey and Brown found longer tracheids at breast height in the ramets than in the or- tets at this height. The tracheids at breast height in the ramets were as long as in the upper stem of the or- tets, thus (following my hypothesis) a result of cyclo- phyxis. If one includes cyclrophyxis in the term topophysis, it is of course correct to call the phenomenon an effect of topophysis, but as the phenomenon presumably entirely is a
Figure 2. — The interrelation between average tangential tracheid diameter at breast height and (1) ring number, and (2) distance from pith for seven different ramets of the same clone. The average tracheid width is calculated from two (ramets No. 3 & 4), three (ramets No. 1 & 2), or four (ramets No. 5, 6 & 7) increment cores per ramet taken in different compass directions.

result of the maturation of the apical meristems, I find this terminology unfortunate.

3. Ring number as independent variable. To illustrate this topic Nichols, Pawsey and Brown's discussion of the effect of cyclophyse and topophyse on minimum density will be used.

Nicholls, Pawsey and Brown do not include the variation in ring width in their discussion of minimum density although it is striking how the curves for minimum density almost show a reverse picture of the curves for ring width. Now, the density is mainly dependent on tracheid diameter and cell-wall thickness of which only the tangential tracheid diameter will be considered in the following. The existing literature unanimously shows that the tangential tracheid diameter increases with increasing ring number or distance from the pith until a relatively constant size is reached in the adult wood. On the other hand we know little of how the tracheid diameter develops in the juvenile wood at different growth rates, in other words whether the tracheid diameter is dependent on the distance from the pith, ring number, or some other factors. To throw some light on the question I have investigated the increase in tangential tracheid diameter with 1) increasing ring number and 2) increasing distance from the pith within a clone of Picea abies. The material originates from clone V525 at the Arboretum, Harsholm. This clone was propagated by cuttings in 1941/42 and transplanted in 1943 in the Arbo- return at 1×1 m and 2×2 m respectively, in two adjoining plots. In November 1977 increment cores were taken from the thickest trees and from co-dominant and suppressed trees. The average tracheid width is calculated from 100—150 earlywood tracheids of ring Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 27 (the last annual ring at breast height). The result of this pilot study is shown in fig. 2. It is seen that the average tracheid width varies considerably between ramets, especially for the same ring number, but also for the same distance from the pith, even that the ramets all are of the same genotype and growing on the same site. Thus, neither the ring number nor the distance from the pith reflects satisfactorily the factors which control the average tracheid width. Therefore, none of the two measures is applicable independent variables in a comparative study of the effect of cyclophyse and topophyse on average tracheid width. And, as the minimum density most probably is markedly affected by the tracheid width, it means that nor is the ring number an applicable independent variable when comparing minimum densities, especially when the ring widths vary as much as in N.P&B's material.

Neither ring number nor distance from the pith as such can influence any wood characteristic, and therefore the condition of using such factors as independent variables in comparative investigations must be that they reflect (at least partly) one or more of the factors actually affecting the dependent variable. Therefore, I would like to draw the attention to the often uncritical use of ring number as independent variable within wood technology. Ring number is an excellent abscissa in graphs showing the variation of a wood property along a stem's radius, but such a picture does not always reflect a causal interrelation. If such a causal interrelation does not exist, or if it is very weak, the ring number cannot be used as independent variable in comparative investigations.
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Zur Stecklingsvermehrung bei Nothofagus procera (Poeppl. et Endl.) Oerst

Von A. Becker1) und H. Dautzenberg2)

(Eingegangen Mai 1978)

Zusammenfassung


Summary

The experimental cultivation of Nothofagus procera while desirable in itself, is impeded by difficulties in seed supply and by sensitive juvenile stage. An alternative is to use vegetative propagation by cuttings. Results of trials in 1976 and 1977 in the greenhouse at Burgholz near Wupperthal have shown, that vegetative propagation of N. procera by leaf cuttings under mist is possible with economic usefulness. If a suitable planting period (around the first fortnight in June) is chosen and sufficient water for irrigation is available. Experiments aimed at optimising by choosing rooting medium, treatment with growth-regulators and phaenological identification of the optimum period are recommended.

Key words: Nothofagus procera, propagation by cuttings, propagation period, vegetative propagation.

Einleitung


Material und Methode

Seit Sommer 1976 wurden im Gewächshaus Burgholz des Forstamtes Mettmann unter Leitung der LOLF bisher insgesamt 3230 Stecklinge von zehn 8- bis 17jährigen Mutterpflanzen abgesteckt.
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2) Forstbetriebsbezirk Burgholz des Forstamtes Mettmann, Rhi.
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